Abstract. In this paper, we are interested in giving bounds for exponential sums over certain curves defined over Galois rings. We first define summation subsets as the images of lifts of affine pieces of the reduced curve, and most of the work is devoted to giving bounds for the degrees of their defining functions. Then we get bounds for exponential sums, generalizing results of Kumar et al., Winnie Li over the projective line, and Voloch-Walker over elliptic curves and C ab curves.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is twofold : on one hand we give bounds for certain exponential sums over Galois rings. The first results in this direction were the equivalent of Weil-Carlitz-Uchiyama bound [7] . Winnie Li then gave a bound for sums of functions over P 1 , associated to additive and multiplicative characters [9] , by considering idele class characters over the field k(x). For curves of higher genus, Voloch and Walker obtained bounds over elliptic curves [13] and over certain plane curves of type C ab over Galois rings of characteristic p 2 [14] . On the other hand we give bounds for the degrees of the functions defining lifts of affine pieces of a projective curve from a finite field to a Galois ring (or a p-adic ring). If R = GR(p l , m) is a Galois ring with residue field k = F p m , and C a curve over R, the preceding sums are not evaluated over the whole set of points of C rational over R, but over the set of rational points in the image of a lift from c ⊗ k to C. For rational and ordinary elliptic curves, there exists such lifts over the projective curve, but for higher genus curves, we have to restrict our attention to affine opens. Here we obtain a general result (theorem 2.2) on the degrees of the functions defining such a lift. Roughly speaking, if C is a smooth projective curve in P n R of genus g, and U the complement of an hyperplane H 0 whose intersection divisor in P n k with C ⊗ k is D 0 , then there is a lift from U ⊗ k to U such that the i-th coordinate of its defining functions are in L(ip i (D + D 0 )), where D is a divisor of degree 2g − 2 + ⌈ 2g−1 p ⌉. From this result, we give bounds for exponential sums over general families of projective curves over a Galois ring of arbitrary characteristic (theorem 3.2). In many cases, these bounds just depend on the characteristic, the genus of the curve C and the pole orders of the function we sum, not on the projective model of the curve (corollaries 3.1 and 3.2).
The paper is organized as follows : the first section is devoted to the construction of smooth projective curves over a Galois ring, and the determination of local parameters. The second section (which is independent from the rest of the article) deals with lifts of curves and the degrees of their defining functions. We begin section 3 by recalling without proofs useful results on Artin Schreier Witt extensions ; the main result here is theorem 3.1, for which we don't know any reference (theorem 3.1 in [13] covers only the case of Witt vectors of functions with a single pole at a rational point). Finally, we derive bounds for exponential sums from the former, and calculations in the Witt ring with coefficients in the function field of the reduced curve.
Curves over Galois rings
From now on, we let R = GR(p l , m) be a Galois ring with residue field k = F p m , and R d = GR(p l , md) its unramified extension of degree d, with residue field k d = F p md . We first define the class of geometric objects we shall call "curves" in the following : Definition 1.1. A curve over R is a projective irreducible scheme, smooth of relative dimension 1 over SpecR.
Let C k := C × Spec R Spec k be the "reduction modulo p" of C. We denote by K C the sheaf of total quotient rings of O C ; recall from [15] that it is a constant sheaf, whose associated ring (we also denote by K C ) can be considered as an equivalent of the function field of the reduced curve.
1.1. Local parameters. Let us denote by C(R d ) the set of R-morphisms Spec R d → C ; we call such a morphism a R d -point of C. The morphism µ : Speck d → SpecR d induced by the reduction modulo p associates to every R d -point Π an element P = Π • µ ∈ C(k d ), i.e. a closed point of C. We say "Π is a R d -point above P ".
The ideal sheaf associated to a R d -point Π of C (considered as a subscheme of C) is locally principal [15] and there exists an element t ∈ O C,P such that the kernel of the morphism :
Π :
is the principal ideal (t) ⊂ O C,P . We call such an element a local parameter for C at Π. We first review some properties of local parameters (cf. [6] , [15] ) : Proposition 1.2. Let Π be a R d -point of C, P the point of C(k d ) associated to Π, and t a local parameter for C at Π. If m P is the maximal ideal of the fiber O C,P of O C at P , then : i) t is not a zero divisor in O C,P ; ii) t ∈ m P \m 2 P ; iii) O C,P /(t n ) is a free R d -module with basis 1, t, t 2 , . . . , t n−1 ; iv) the quotient ring of O C,P , K C , is an O C,P -module generated by 1, t −1 , t −2 , . . . .
In the sequel we need to know local parameters for certain R d -points explicitely : this is the aim of the next proposition. Proposition 1.3. Let C ⊂ P n R = Proj R[X 0 , . . . , X n ] be a curve over R, and P be a point of C(k d ), not lying in the hyperplane {X n = 0}. Then there exists a R d -point above P whose local parameter is the image in K C of the function :
where i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}, and p d is an irreducible polynomial of degree
Proof. This is a local question, so we restrict our attention to the open
By the Jacobian criterion of smoothness (cf. [1] ), applied to U at P , we get n − 1 functions among the f i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m and n − 1 indexes in {0, . . . , n − 1}. Let i be the last element of this set, and p d the polynomial with roots in T d , whose reduction modulo p is the minimal polynomial of the i-th coordinate of any one of the d points
. Thus P is an element of S(k d ), and the Jacobian criterion ensures us that S is smooth over SpecR at P , of relative dimension 0. We deduce that O S,P is a local ring of dimension 0, and a flat R-module (hence free since R is a local ring), with maximal ideal (p) and residue field k d . Therefore we must have
, and the proposition follows.
We end this section giving an other description of R d -points, in term of Cartier divisors (cf [15] ) : let Π be a R d -point of C, above P ∈ C(k d ), and t d a local parameter for C at Π. We associate to Π the Cartier divisor O C (t d ) defined by :
where V is the open C\{P }, and U an open containing P .
1.2. Construction of curves over Galois rings. In this section we construct curves over SpecR as in definition 1.1. Our main tool is deformation theory : we refer the reader to [12] for the material used here. We first give a criterion for a smooth projective curve over Speck to lift to a curve over SpecR. Proposition 1.4. Let C k ⊂ P n k be a smooth projective curve over Speck, and N k the normal sheaf to C k in P n k . Assume that C k is projectively normal, and
The Jacobian criterion of smoothness ensures us that a smooth curve is a local complete intersection ; hence we can apply results of ( [12] Chapter 2). Set R i = GR(p i , m). We first construct a curve over R 2 satisfying the hypothesis of the proposition. Since H 1 (C k , N k ) = 0, we apply ([12] Theorem 2.5 b) to C k ; we get a curve C 2 ⊂ P n R2 , flat over SpecR 2 and such that C 2 ⊗ k = C k . Therefore C 2 is smooth over SpecR 2 from [1] IV.17.8.2, since it is flat, and its fibre over the unique closed point of SpecR 2 is C k , smooth over Speck. We repeat this process to obtain a curve C 3 over R 3 such that C 3 ⊗ R 2 = C 2 , and so on. This proves the first part of the proposition. To show the second part, remark that
Assume we have shown the result over R l−1 : 
on global sections. But this last map is in fact an isomorphism, and we get the result considering the first three terms of the long exact sequence associated to the last exact sequence.
Type III curves are projectively normal (cf. [3] ). If D is the divisor on C k defining the embedding, let L = L(D) be the associated invertible sheaf. Considering the pull back of Euler's exact sequence for P d−g k to the non-special curve C k , then its dual sequence, we get (identifying L and O C k (1)) :
From the long exact cohomology sequence associated to this last sequence, and since
. Now writing the long exact cohomology sequence associated to the normal/tangent exact sequence for C in P d−g k , we obtain :
This is the last claim of the proposition.
Teichmüller subsets
2.1. Greenberg's functor. We recall briefly the main results about Greenberg's functor : the proofs can be found in [4] . We first define a covariant functor G from the category of schemes over Speck to the category of locally ringed spaces over SpecR. If X is a scheme over Speck, GX is the locally ringed space over SpecR with the same underlying topological space as X, and structure sheaf O GX = W l (O X ) defined for every U open in X by :
Now Greenberg's functor F is the covariant functor from the category of schemes over SpecR to the one of schemes over Speck adjoint to G : Definition 2.1. Let X be a scheme over SpecR. A couple (F X, λX) with F X a scheme over Speck and λX a R-morphism from the locally ringed space GFX to X is a realisation of X over Speck if it satisfies the following universal property :
(P) : for every scheme Y over Speck, and every R-morphism g from the locally ringed space GY to X, there is a unique k-morphism g * : Y → F X making the following diagram commutative : 
We know describe the image by Greenberg's functor of affine schemes over SpecR. Let us begin by affine n-space A 
).
Then the couple (A nl k , λ n,l ) is a realisation of A n R over Speck. We will make extensive use of the morphism λ n,l ; we describe it precisely : Proposition 2.2. Let δ n,l be the morphism :
). Then we can write, for all f ∈ R[T i ]:
Proof. We first justify the n 1 ! at the denominators ; it is sufficient to remark that U i = V (U ′ i ), and to write :
On the other hand, we have :
where v p stands for the p-adic valuation over Z ; the worst case is equality, and this justifies our notation. Now it is clearly sufficient to show that the second member of (1) preserves sums and products since it agrees with λ l on R and on the T i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Since φ l (f ) is defined from differential operators, it is R-linear, and the assertion about products results of the application of Leibniz' formula.
We will need another description of this morphism ; it is an immediate consequence of proposition 2.2.
Corollary 2.1. Let n ≥ 1 and l ≥ 2 be as above ; we have :
withf stands for the reduction modulo p of f , and
We stress the case n = 1 :
; then we have :
We describe now the image by Greenberg's functor of an affine scheme ; let
), and let
From the definition of I ′ , this morphism vanishes on I and induces :
Now we have obtained a scheme
Finally we define a "reduction" morphism ; the following proposition is an easy consequence of the universal property of Greenberg's functor :
Lifts and Teichmüller subsets.
From now on we restrict our attention to curves. The aim of this section is to define "Teichmüller subsets" and to give a rewriting of certain exponential sums over such a subset. For this purpose we need to construct lifts from X k to X, that is, sections of the reduction morphism of proposition 2.4. Unfortunately, for a scheme X over R, this is equivalent to lifting the Frobenius morphism from X k to X, and if C is a curve over SpecR whose reduction C k has genus greater than two this is impossible by a result of Raynaud ([10] I.5.4). Hence we restrict our attention to affine open subsets of such a curve.
Let C be a curve over SpecR :
and U = SpecB an open affine subset of C. Let us introduce notations :
Consider the scheme over SpecR : U = Spec W l (B 0 ). Note that U k is the closed subscheme of U defined by the sheaf of nilpotent ideals :
and let µ : U k → U be the closed immersion (this is a R-morphism). Since U is smooth over SpecR, the map :
induced by µ is surjective ([1] IV.17.1.1). Thus if φ is the R-morphism φ : U k → U induced by reduction modulo p, we choose one of its antecedents r : U → U .
Looking at global sections, we get a morphism Γ(r) : B → W l (B 0 ), and since
there is a morphism of locally ringed spaces (cf.
[4] 2 Proposition 1) :
. Now the universal property of Greenberg's functor gives a k-morphism σ : U k → F U such that the following diagram commutes :
This last morphism is the desired section of the reduction morphism ρ U :
closed immersion, and a section of the reduction morphism ρ
Proof. From the above discussion, we have :
Applying the definition of the functor G, we get :
Recall that we defined r in such a way that r • µ = φ, i.e. Γ(φ) = Γ(µ) • Γ(r). Now if µ X k : X k → GX k is the morphism induced on the structure sheaves by projection of Witt vectors on their first coordinate, we clearly have Γ(µ) = Γ(µ U k ) on W l (B 0 ), and we can write :
, and we obtain :
Finally from the construction of ρ U , we can write :
and subsequently :
. This last equality is in Hom R (B, B 0 ). Now since U is smooth over SpecR, B is a flat R-module, B 0 = B ⊗ k = B/pB, and Γ(φ) is surjective. Therefore we can write, in Hom k (B 0 , B 0 ) :
and from [4] 2 Proposition 1 :
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Thus σ(U k ) is the closed subscheme of F U defined by the sheaf of ideals KerΓ(σ).
Therefore we have a bijection σ(U k )(k) = U k (k), and from corollary 2.1 a bijection from σ(U k )(k) ⊂ FU (k) to a subset of U (R). Definition 2.2. We call this subset the Teichmüller subset associated to the lift σ, and denote it by T σ .
, and the morphism s :
From the properties of Greenberg's functor, we can now rewrite exponential sums over a Teichmüller subset of U (R) as exponential sums over U k (k) :
be a regular function over U , and ψ an additive character of GR(p l , m). We have the equality :
, and P ∈ T σ the point corresponding to P ′ by Greenberg's bijection. Consider the following diagram (where P, P ′ , Q stand for the morphisms associated to the points P, P ′ , Q) :
; moreover, since P and P ′ correspond by Greenberg's bijection, the right-hand side of the diagram commutes. Finally the whole diagram commutes and we get :
Finally the two summation sets are in one to one correspondance, and the theorem is established.
Parametrisations of lifts and their degrees.
In the following, we restrict our attention to the following case : let
be a curve over R, and U the affine open :
where
From theorems 2.1 and 3.1, bounding an exponential sum associated to a function f over a Teichmüller subset boils down to estimating reduced pole orders of the Witt vector of functions Γ(s)(f ) ; for this we need to make as explicit as possible the morphism Γ(s) = W l (Γ(σ)) • Γ(λ U ) ; since we can deduce Γ(λ U ) from propositions 2.3 and 2.2, the end of this section will be devoted to the determination of Γ(σ), σ a lift from U k to U . From the definition of ρ U , the morphism :
Definition 2.3. We call the family (g ij ) 1≤i≤l−1;1≤j≤n a parametrization of the lift σ.
From proposition 2.3 and corollary 2.1, this morphism factors to a morphism
Now from our choice of the φ(x 0 j ), the first conditions are automatically satisfied, and we can rewrite the second ones :
We summarize the preceding results in a proposition :
This family is a parametrization of a Teichmüller subset of U (R) if, and only if :
We are now ready to give a sharper description of the functions defining a parametrization of certain lifts.
Theorem 2.2. Let C be a curve over SpecR, such that C k has genus g, and denote by D 0 the intersection divisor of C k with the hyperplane
p ⌉ whose support is contained in that of D 0 , we can find a lift σ whose parametrization verifies :
We need a lemma :
is a global section of the sheaf
whose image is R via the map :
and whose restriction :
Proof. Consider the normal/tangent exact sequence of
If we tensor it by L(E), and take its pull-back by the e-th power of the absolute Frobenius morphism, we obtain :
Now by the assumption on D, the first sheaf is invertible of degree greater than 2g −1, and its first cohomology group vanishes from Riemann-Roch theorem. Hence the sequence remains exact when we apply the global section functor. From this we deduce the existence of γ.
Consider now the pull-back of Euler's exact sequence to
and apply the same operations as before, to get :
This sequence remains exact when we take global sections, and we obtain a preimage for γ :
For the last assertion, we just have to apply the (exact) functor Γ(U k , .) to the last exact sequence ; we get :
n (where B * e 0 means the B 0 -module B 0 acting on itself via the e-th power of the Frobenius morphism), and the morphism from the first of these B 0 -modules to the second is :
Proof. (of theorem 2.2) Let us begin by the case l = 2. Consider the morphism :
Since δ 2 induces reduction modulo p on the first coordinate, we see that δ 2|I induces a B-module homomorphism S 2 :
Note that since I is a flat R-module, we get I/pI = I 0 , and finally a morphism :
0 , where B * 0 is the B 0 -module described in the proof of the lemma. It is therefore natural to consider R 2 as a section of Γ(U k , F * N P n k /C k ), with F the absolute Frobenius morphism. Now with the notations of corollary 2.1, iff i is the image of
, and solving the equations :
which is the morphism of B * 0 -modules induced by the transpose of the Jacobian matrix of U k in A n k . Let us show the :
It is sufficient to show that
Let P be such a point, and assume it lies away from the hyperplane {X n = 0}. By the Jacobian criterion of smoothness, the O C k ,P -module (I 0 /I 2 0 ) P is generated by n − 1 functions :
Their images by R 2 are :
Now by Witt vectors calculations we get
Consequently, since D is an effective divisor with support contained in C k \U k , we get that R 2 is also a global section of the sheaf
. Now we can apply lemma 2.2 to −R 2 with d = 1, e = 1 : we obtain functions g
i,1 , 0 ≤ i ≤ n ; now the morphism γ 2 which associates to
0,1 ) vanishes on I : it induces a morphism U k → F U , thus we have obtained a parametrization for a lift from U k to U ⊗ R 2 and that gives us the proof of proposition 2.2 for l = 2.
We finish the proof by induction on l : suppose we have shown the result for l − 1, and consider the morphism :
i,l−2 , 0, . . . , 0) with the g (k)
i,j as in proposition 2.2 for l − 1. Considering δ l|I , we show as above that it factors to a morphism of B 0 -modules :
we will look for a preimage as above. For this purpose we need to describe this morphism more precisely ; from proposition 2.2, we write :
Developing the last product yields :
Therefore we can write :
Now by the induction hypothesis, for f ∈ I we have :
and, again for f ∈ I and for all d ∈ {2, . . . , l − 1} :
, and symplifying by p d−1 :
. If we denote the first term by R 
where we consider the :
as morphisms of B 0 -modules, and R ; thus we write :
As in the proof of claim 1, let P ∈ C k \U k lying away from the hyperplane {X n = 0}, and f i /x di n , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, a set of generators for the free O C k ,P -module (I 0 /I 2 0 ) P ; we can write :
= 1 i , we get that the term at the numerator must be in L(E), with
finally since the valuation of x n at P is the multiplicity of D 0 at P (the last coordinate of P is non-zero by assumption), we have, denoting by v (resp. v 0 ) the multiplicity of D (resp. D 0 ) at P :
Finally it is sufficient to remark that :
to complete the proof of the claim. Now from lemma 2.2 we deduce the existence of g
(1)
is the image of (g
0,l−1 , . . . , g
Let P ∈ C k \U k be as above ; recall that R
) can be written :
When we develop the last product in the numerator, the terms corresponding to the systematic choice of (F x ij )H (kj ) 0
give :
, with 1 ≤ h ≤ l − 1 and k 1 , . . . , k h as above. But this polynomial must be of degree ≤ d i − 1, and the last term has valuation at least :
The other terms of the numerator (where we choose at least once H (kj ) ij in the development) have valuation at least :
where ǫ j ∈ {0, 1} and at least one of the ǫ j is zero (note that ǫ j corresponds to the choice of (F x ij )H (kj ) 0
rather than H (kj ) ij in the product) ; we end the proof of the claim the same way as above.
We apply once again lemma 2.2 to get functions g i,l−1 with the required properties. Therefore :
is the image of :
0,l−1 ) 1≤i≤n , and setting :
i,l−1 , 0, . . . , 0) gives a Witt vector as in theorem 2.2. Finally, the morphism :
vanishes on I from the preceding construction, and therefore defines a lift from U k to U . This completes the proof of theorem 2.2. 
Bounds for exponential sums
Let us fix some notations : in this section, C is a curve over SpecR as in section 1.2 (i.e. the deformation over SpecR of either a type I, II or III curve over Speck). We denote by U the affine open C\H 0 , H 0 being the hyperplane {X 0 = 0} and by D 0 the intersection divisor C k · H 0 . We fix a divisor D as in proposition 2.2, and denote by T σ a Teichmüller subset of U (R) with a parametrization as in this proposition.
Exponential sums.
The aim of this section is to recall bounds for exponential sums over a curve C associated to an additive character of a Galois ring. We first describe Artin-Schreier-Witt theory, i.e. the theory of abelian p-extensions of a field of characteristic p, then we focus on algebraic function fields of one variable before giving the bound. Let K be a field of characteristic p, fix K s a separable closure of K, and let G = Gal (K s /K) be the absolute Galois group of K. We define the morphism ℘ = F −Id on W l (K s ). It is a G-morphism, and it is surjective on W l (K s ). There is an analog of Hilbert's theorem 90 for Witt vectors, and we have the following result from class field theory : Proposition 3.1. There is a one to one inclusion preserving correspondance between the collection of subgroups of W l (K)/℘W l (K) and the collection of abelian extensions of exponent a divisor of p l which are contained in K s .
If A is a subgroup of W l (K)/℘W l (K), let us denote by K(℘ −1 A) the corresponding extension. In the sequel, we restrict our attention to the extensions
where K is an algebraic function field of one variable, with field of constants k = F p m , and f an element of W l (K). Definition 3.1. Let d be an integer, P be a place of K, and v the corresponding valuation. We define a subset V d,P ⊂ W l (K) by
, define the valuation of f at P by V P (f ) = max{d ∈ Z, f ∈ V d,P }, and the reduced pole order of f at P by :
Remark (as in the case of Artin-Schreier extensions which is the case l = 1, cf.
[8] Proposition 1.2) that we can always reduce a Witt vector modulo ℘W l (K) in such a way that none of its components has its valuation divisible by p : this is the equivalent of Artin's algorithm to compute reduced pole orders in the case l = 1.
Moreover, if rp P (f ) > 0, we have :
The following easy lemma will be useful in the sequel :
Lemma 3.3. Let P ∈ P(K) be a point of degree d and P 1 , . . . , P d be the d points corresponding to
As in the Artin-Schreier case, we must guarantee that the extension K(℘ −1 f )/K is not a constant field extension :
and its constant fiels is k, if and only if
We now give an estimate for the genus of 
(rp P (nf ) + 1) deg P,
As for Artin-Schreier extensions (cf. [8] ), we define a local symbol in W l (k), attached to the extension K(℘ −1 f )/K. We describe it explicitely from its ghost components (cf. [16] ) : if g ∈ K P , the completion of K at P , we define (f, g) P as the element of W l (k) whose ghost components are :
We have the following properties :
if f does not have a pole at P . Now from an additive character of W l (k), ψ, we can define an idele class character : if g = (g P ) P ∈P(K) , we set :
Its conductor is given by :
(rp P (f ) + 1)P, and we associate to this character a L-function :
with π P a local parameter at P . This L-function is actually a polynomial of degree deg D χ + 2g K − 2, and the Riemann-Weil hypothesis for function fields allows us to give a bound for exponential sums : Theorem 3.1. Let f ∈ W l (K) be a non-degenerate vector. We get the bound :
where P(f ) is the set of rational places of K where rp P (f ) ≤ 0.
3.2. The morphism S. We show in this section that any morphism Γ(s) : B → W l (B 0 ) defining a Teichmüller subset extends to a morphism S :
, then we give an explicit description of this last morphism. Recall that :
The ideal (I, p) is prime in R[x 1 , . . . , x n ] since :
(note B is flat as a R-module), and this last ring is the ring of regular functions Γ(U k , O C k ), hence a domain since C k is smooth over k. Let us consider the localization R[x 1 , . . . , x n ] (I,p) . The morphism of proposition 2.2:
To verify this, remark that γ n,l followed by the projection of Witt vectors on their first coordinate is reduction modulo p from R[x 1 , . . . ,
It is an easy calculation to verify that we get the same description for γ as the one for γ n,l in proposition 2.2 :
) and δ the morphism
. By the discussion preceding proposition 2.3, the ideal I ′ F U is generated by the images in
Passing to the quotient we obtain :
where J stands for the ideal :
is the fraction field of B 0 , i.e. the function field K(C k ) of C k . Let π ′ be the surjection associated to the ideal I ′ F U , we get the morphism :
We have
• γ factors to a morphism :
Since B = R[x 1 , . . . , x n ]/I, we have the isomorphism :
Recall that the ring associated to the total quotient sheaf of
is the set of elements of B which are not zero divisors in any of the local rings B p . These are just the elements of B\pB (since SpecB → SpecR is smooth, the zero divisors must be nilpotent), and we get B (p) = K C . We can rewrite :
Remark from the construction that γ K|B = γ U . Finally, the morphism Γ(σ) :
such that Σ |K(C k ) = Id, and Σ(x t u ) = g ut . If we set S = W l (Σ) • γ k , we can summarize these results :
. This last morphism extends to a morphism :
Moreover, we can describe S explicitely : if g is the image of
with δ as above, U i = (0, g i1 , . . . , g il−1 ), (g ij ) being a parametrization of the Teichmüller subset T σ .
3.3.
Reduced pole orders. We begin this section with an easy lemma about valuations of sums and products of Witt vectors of functions :
ii) if h = (h 0 , . . . , h l−1 ) = f g, we have :
If f ∈ Γ(U, O C ) is a regular function on U , our aim is to give a bound for the exponential sum :
ψ an additive character of R. From theorems 2.1 and 3.1, we have to estimate reduced pole orders of the function S(f ) = Γ(s)(f ). The components of the vector Γ(s)(f ) are in Γ(U k , O C k ), thus their only poles can occur at the points :
We first study the ring Γ(U, O C ) : its elements are the reductions modulo I of the functions over P n R \H 0 , which look like :
Therefore we get the following equality :
(X 0 ) being the intersection divisor of C and the hyperplane {X 0 = 0} in P n R , and we can define :
Let us look at the inverse problem : given a function f ∈ B = Γ(U, O C ), find a polynomialf ∈ R[x 1 , . . . , x n ] of minimal degree such that f is the reduction modulo I off . From our definition of d f , we have f ∈ L(d f (X 0 )), and consequently :
is a global section of this sheaf. Now recall from theorem 1.4 that
we get the exact sequence :
of an homogeneous polynomial of degree d f in R[X 0 , . . . , X n ] (note that F can't be divisible by X 0 : if it was, we would get f ∈ L((d f − 1)(X 0 )), a contradiction with the minimality of d f ). We deduce the following lemma :
Lemma 3.5. Notations being as above, let f ∈ B = Γ(U 0 , O C ), and set :
Then we have :
) be a polynomial of degree d f whose image in B is f . From proposition 3.4, S(f ) is the image in W l (B 0 ) of :
where we have :
The general term of S(f ) can be written (where we take (
in the development of the last product, the pole orders being worse) in the form :
Now from lemma 3.4 and the properties of the G (kj ) 0
given in theorem 2.2, we get
on one hand, and, if we denote
) by (g 0 , . . . , g l−1 ) :
, and set S(h) = (h 0 , . . . , h n ) ∈ W l (K(C k )) ; we have :
where v (resp. v 0 ) denotes the multiplicity of D (resp. D 0 ) at P .
Proof. We write S(h) = S(f )S(g) −1 = (f 0 , . . . , f l−1 )(g 0 , . . . , g l−1 ) −1 , with d g ≥ d f from the preceding discussion, and :
l−1 ). An induction on i, with the help of lemma 3.4, shows that v P (g
k+1 ) p i−1 , and :
Now with the action of the operator V i , this term takes place in the (i + k)-th component of S(g) −1 . From this we deduce :
Finally, multiplying by S(f ) and applying lemma 3.4, we get :
This completes the proof.
We assume for a while that P is in C(k) ; let t = x i /x n − α, α ∈ T be a local parameter for a R-point above P as in proposition 1.3. We want to estimate the pole orders of the components of the vectors S(t n ) in the following. Let us begin with the case n = 1. From proposition 3.4, we write :
with the (g ij ) satisfying theorem 2.2. First note that δ(
, and that t 0 = x i x −1 n − a satisfies v P (t 0 ) = 1. Now remark that when we write the vectors (0, g i1 , . . . , g il−1 ) as in theorem 2.2, any term in the development of the first sum arising from the systematic choice of the term (F x n )G The terms of the two remaining sums can be treated similarly regarding to their valuations. Let us write now the general term of the first sum :
with a ≤ k − 1 from the preceding discussion. Now if we denote by G t the t-th component of the Witt vector (
0 ), we can verify from theorem 2.2 and lemma 3.4 that v P (G t ) ≥ −p t+1 J(v + v 0 ), with J = j 1 + · · · + j k . Therefore if we set :
we get the inequalities :
Finally, taking into account the action of the operator V J , H t is part of t J+t , the (J + t)-th component of S(t), with J ≥ 1, t ≥ 0. From this we deduce :
Next we estimate the pole orders of the components of the S(t n ), n ≥ 0 ; from the preceding notations and lemma 2.2, if we set
We get immediately that t (n) 0 = t n 0 has valuation n. Then the general term of this last sum is :
From the preceding calculations and lemma 3.4, we obtain v P (g i ) ≥ p k+i (n − k + kv 0 − i(v + v 0 )) ; under the action of V k , this term is in the (i + k)-th component of S(t n ), k ≥ 1, i ≥ 0, and finally :
We obtain this minimum taking k minimal and i maximal, and finally :
We are now ready to show the : Lemma 3.7. Notations being as above, there exists a N ≥ 0 such that, for any
Proof. Let h be in O C,P , and set S(t N h) = (f 0 , . . . , f l−1 ). From the preceding calculations and lemmas 3.4, 3.6, we obtain :
It is sufficient to show that this last quantity is positive for i = l − 1, therefore the integer N = (l − 2)(v + v 0 ) − v 0 + 1 satisfies the conditions of the lemma.
We need to compute the reduced pole orders of the vectors S(t a ), a ∈ Z ; we first make the preceding calculations finer, then we eliminate the action of the Frobenius F whenever it occurs, since we are interested here in the Witt vectors
. With the same notations as above, we have :
where c a,k = −a+k−1 k if a < 0, and c a,k = a k if a > 0. Recall that the general term of (0, t 1 , . . . , t l−1 ) is :
We deduce that the general term of (0, t 1 , . . . , t l−1 ) k is :
we finally write the general term of S(t a ) as :
This term is congruent, modulo ℘W l (K(C k )), to :
We now estimate the valuation at P of the components of this last term : denote by (g 0 , . . . , g l−1 ) the term
Since x n has valuation exactly −v 0 (we assumed the last coordinate of P to be non zero), we must have :
From the last one, we get :
Fix k for a while, and let T = K + k 0 ≥ k, and M T the term in the last maximum ; when T varies between k and l − 2, we see that the differences M T − M T +1 are positive if T ≥ k + 1, we obtain the maximum for T = k or k + 1. Now we have to take K maximum : K = k or K = k + 1 depending on the case, and it is easy to check that both maxima are obtained for k = 1, and we get : p l−1 (−a + 1 + v) and p l−2 (−a + 1 + v 0 + 2v) ; we can summarize these results in the following proposition :
Lemma 3.8. Notations being as above, let a < 0 ; we have :
In the case a > 0, we don't need to get results as precise as before : it is sufficient to remark that rp P (S(t a )) ≤ rp P (S(t)) here ; by the same calculations as above, we obtain rp P (S(t)) ≤ max(p l−1 v, p l−2 (v 0 + 2v)). We obtain finally :
Proposition 3.5. Let P ∈ C(k)\U (k), and t a local parameter at P as in proposition 1.3 ; if f ∈ t −n O C,P , n > 0, we have :
If f ∈ O C,P , we get :
Now apply lemma 3.7 to the last term of the sum, and the preceding results to the other terms. This completes the proof.
We drop the assumption P ∈ C(k) : assume now P ∈ C(k d ) (i.e. P is a point of degree d of the curve C k , via the identification between C(k) and C k (k)). Let t = p d (x i /x n ) be a local parameter for a R d -point above P as in proposition 1.3, and f ∈ t −n O C,P . Consider the curve C d := C × SpecR SpecR d , its reduction modulo p C k d := C d ⊗k d , and let P d be one of the d points in C d (k d ) above P . In K C d = K C ⊗ R d , we write : 
Now it is easy to verify that the morphism S extends to S d :
(it is sufficient to extend S on the constants, i.e. as the Witt isomorphism from R d to W l (k d )). If we apply proposition 3.5 to C d , P d and f (t d is exactly the local parameter given by proposition 1.3 for C d at P d since α ∈ T d ), we get rp P d (S d (f )) ≤ max(p l−1 (n + 1 + v), p l−2 (n + 1 + v 0 + 2v)) ; now applying lemma 3.3 to the Witt vector S(f ) = S d (f ), we have the following generalization of proposition 3.5 to points of arbitrary degree : Proposition 3.6. Let P ∈ C(k)\U (k), and t a local parameter at P as in proposition 1.3 ; if f ∈ t −n O C,P , n > 0, we have :
rp P (S(f )) ≤ max(p l−1 (n + 1 + v), p l−2 (n + 1 + v 0 + 2v)).
If f ∈ O C,P , we get : rp P (S(f )) ≤ max(p l−1 v, p l−2 (v 0 + 2v)).
3.4. Bounds. We are now ready to prove the : Proof. By the definition of the Cartier divisors O C (t i ), we must have :
∀i ∈ {1 . . . , r}, j ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1}, f j ∈ t −ni,j i O C,Pi .
Recall theorem 2.1 :
P ∈TC exp 2iπ p l Tr(f (P )) = P ∈U0⊗k(k) exp 2iπ p l Tr(Γ(s)(f )(P )) .
We will get the result from theorem 3.1, once we have estimated reduced pole orders of the Witt vector Γ(s)(f ) ; first note that : Now applying proposition 3.6, we obtain :
rp Pi (Γ(s)(f j )) ≤ max p l−1 (n ij + 1 + v i ), p l−2 (n ij + 1 + v 0i + 2v i ) , and from lemma 3.1 :
rp Pi (V j Γ(s)(f j )) ≤ max p l−j−1 (n ij + 1 + v i ), p l−j−2 (n ij + 1 + v 0i + 2v i ) , if j ≤ l − 2 ; for j = l − 1, since V l−1 Γ(s)(f l−1 ) = (0, . . . , 0, f l−1 ), the reduced pole order of this vector at P i is at most n i,l−1 . Finally, theorem 3.1 gives the desired result.
We write this result in the particular case l = 2 : it includes the Galois ring Z/4Z which concentrates most of the efforts of coding theorists. Moreover the result is more simple : looking back at the estimations of the reduced pole orders, the maximum is p(−a + 1 + v i ), and the term −a + 1 + v 0i + 2v i disappears ; this allows us to give a bound depending only on the pole orders of the function and on the genus of the curve C k , no more of the projective embedding of the curve. Finally we obtain : Proof. It is sufficient to apply theorem 3.2, and to remark that :
since it is the degree of the divisor D as in proposition 2.2.
In the case of complete intersection curves, and canonical curves, since the degree of the divisor D is greater than that of D 0 , we can choose v i ≥ v 0i for each i ∈ {1, . . . , r} ; if moreover we assume p ≥ 3, the maximum in theorem 3.2 is the first term, and as above the bound does not depend on the projective embedding ; we can write : 
